Flammable or poisonous gasses in the air are capable of destroying a geographical area of causing a fire, fulmination, and venomous exposure. This paper presents a micro-cored photonic crystal fiber based gas sensor for detecting colorless or toxic gasses and monitoring air pollution by measuring gas condensate components in production facilities. The numerical investigation of the proposed PCF takes place using the finite element method (FEM). The geometrical parameters of proposed PCF are varied to optimize and observe the dependence of guiding properties on them. According to simulated results, the high relative sensitivity of 53.07% is obtained at 1.33 μm wavelength for optimum parameters. In addition, high birefringence of the order 6.9 × 10 −3
Introduction
Recently, due to the advancement of technology and for an extra degree of freedom photonic crystal fiber has drawn the attention of the researchers. Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) or holey fibers (HFs) or microstructure optical fiber contains a microscopic array of air channels that run through the entire fiber and formulates a lower index cladding on a silica background [1] . According to the guiding mechanism, PCF can be divided into two categories. One is photonic bandgap fiber (PBG) [2, 3] where the light is guided by photonic bandgap principle and another is index guiding (IG) PCF [4, 5] where light can be guided through low index core by photonic crystal reflection cladding. Although the first fabricated PCF was hexagonal [6] but for encouraging technology, a lot of design flexibility is now possible. So to achieve better-guiding properties octagonal [7] , decagonal [8] , honeycomb cladding [9] , circular [10] and hybrid [11] shaped PCF is designed nowadays. So far, high sensitivity [12] , high birefringence [13] , ultra-flattened dispersion [14] , high nonlinear effect [15] can be accomplished by designing PCF because the advanced manufacturing technology allows PCF to tune by varying the air hole diameters and pitch. PCFs can be used for optical communication [16] , nonlinear optics [17] , high power technology [18] , spectroscopy [19] , supercontinuum generation [20] , sensing application likegas sensing [21] and chemical sensing [7] for its unique properties.
Microstructure core and cladding were first introduced by Cordeiro et al. [22] which shows that this type of PCF helps to increase energy into the holes which contain gas. An index-guiding PCF (IG-PCF) based gas sensor was proposed [23] which show a relative sensitivity of 13.23% and confinement loss of 3.77 × 10 . In 2015, M. Morshed et al. proposed a modified photonic crystal fiber [24] of [25] for gas sensing which shows better sensitivity and lowers confinement loss. The proposed PCF contains microstructure core instead of hollow core (of prior PCF) which improves the relative sensitivity of 42.27% with a lower confinement loss of 4.78 × 10
. Both the structures [23, 25] demonstrate that by increasing the diameters of air holes placed in inner ring results in high relative sensitivity, whereas by increasing the air holes placed in outer ring results degraded confinement loss. A novel design of PCF was proposed in [26] where both core and cladding contains elliptical holes formed horizontally and vertically which shows high relative sensitivity, high birefringence and lower confinement loss simultaneously. The proposed PCF was used as a liquid analyte (water, ethanol and benzene) sensor.
A hybrid photonic crystal fiber was proposed in [27] which show birefringence of 3.79 × 10 −2 and high nonlinearity of 40. 
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Sensing and Bio-Sensing Research j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / s b s r achieving high birefringence [28] . On the other hand, several papers show that ultrahigh birefringence can be gained by applying elliptical holes [28] . It is not easy to fabricate PCFs with elliptical holes accurately [29] . In addition, birefringence study in PCFs is growing interest day by day. The design of PCFs with high nonlinear coefficients due to its small effective area is more challenging [30] . Besides, in the field of telecommunication and supercontinuum applications nonlinearity with high birefringence derived a massive interest [31] .
In this paper, a microstructure core based photonic crystal fiber is proposed that shows high birefringence, high relative sensitivity and lower confinement loss at the same time. The proposed PCF contains five rings of air holes in the cladding where the core contains elliptical air holes. The air holes of cladding are kept same to avoid design complexities. The proposed PCF shows 53.07% relative sensitivity as a gas sensor. Besides, the PCF shows high birefringence of 6. Fig. 1 shows the transverse cross-sectional view of the proposed E-PCF. The cladding contains five rings of air holes in hexagonal manner. This method was introduced by [25] where the cladding was hexagonal with six missing holes in the edges of the outermost cladding. The diameters of two outermost ring and the three innermost rings were not same in the work. In our proposed E-PCF the diameters of all the five rings of cladding were kept same to match the proper fabrication tolerance and assumed as d. The concept of microstructure core was introduced by [24] . In [26] elliptical holes were used to get high birefringence. In the proposed E-PCF the core is organized with an array of 8 elliptical air holes which is horizontally arranged. The major and minor axis of the elliptical air holes is defined as d a and d b respectively. The hole to hole distance of two adjacent air holes is called pitch. The pitch between the holes of core and the holes of cladding is defined as Λ 1 and Λ respectively. By article [25] , the diameters of the innermost ring are responsible for high sensitivity and the diameters of outermost rings are responsible for lower confinement loss. In our proposed E-PCF the cladding air holes are optimized bigger to attain the low confinement loss and make the proper interaction of light through the core. All the parameters of both core and cladding were optimized by varying as a function of wavelength. By using perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition the optical properties and propagation characteristics of leaky mode can be measured. The PML is set 10% of the total diameter of the proposed E-PCF to meet the boundary condition.
Geometries of the proposed E-PCF

Synopsis of the simulation method
A finite element method (FEM) is used for solving Maxwell's Equation to simulate the guiding properties of the proposed PCF. It can solve very complex structures and can provide full vector analysis of different PCF structure [32] .
To calculate the evanescent field by the gas samples the Beer-Lambert law can be used. The relationship between optical intensity and gas concentration can be determined as:
The absorbance of the sample can be defined as:
Here, α m is the absorption coefficient of the gas being detected; l is the length of the PCF; c is the gas concentration. Output light intensities with and without the presence of gas are I and I 0 respectively. Relative sensitivity r can be defined as:
where n s is the refractive index of gas species considered 1; Re[n eff ] is the real part of the effective mode index. Here f is the fraction of total power and hole power which can be defined as:
Here, E x , E y , H x and H y are the transverse electric and magnetic field. A circular perfectly matched layer (PML) is used to fulfill the boundary condition which avoids possible reflection at the boundary. By this term confinement loss or leakage loss can be calculated by the imaginary part of the effective refractive index. The confinement loss or leakage loss can be calculated by the following equation:
where, K 0 is the wavenumber and I m [n eff ] is the imaginary part of the effective refractive index. The difference between refractive index of x-polarization and y-polarization is called the birefringence which can be defined as:
This property leads to periodic power exchange between two orthogonal components. This period is beat length which can be determined by:
The single mode response can be determined by the V-parameter which is defined by:
Here, n co and n cl are the refractive indexes of core and cladding. V-parameter (V eff ) of a PCF must be less than or equal 2.405 to be a single mode fiber. The effective area [33] of a PCF can be determined by the following equation:
High optical power density is provided by a small effective area for which the nonlinear effect to be significant. The nonlinear coefficient [34] can be examined by the following:
Here, n 2 is the nonlinear refractive index. Splice loss occurs during the splicing of the photonic crystal fiber and the single mode fiber. Splice loss can be calculated by the following equation:
Here, W SMF and W E-PCF are the mode field diameters of the single mode fiber and the proposed E-PCF respectively. The background material was set pure silica whose refractive index changes with the variation of the wavelength according to the Sellmeier equation.
Here, n(λ) is the refractive index of silica which varies with the operating wavelength and B (i=1,2,3) and C (i = 1,2,3) are Sellmeier coefficients.
Results and discussion
The mode field pattern along the x-polarization and y-polarization of the proposed E-PCF has been shown in Fig. 2 . From the figure, it can be demonstrated that the mode field is tightly confined to the core region. So the leakage loss will be very low. Fig. 3 depicts the comparisons of sensitivity and confinement loss of the proposed PCF with prior PCF1 [24] , PCF2 [23] and PCF3 [35] respectively. The proposed PCF for optimized parameters shows higher sensitivity and lower confinement loss comparing to prior PCFs. Optimizing the parameters, sensitivity and confinement loss coefficients of 53.07% and 3.21 × 10 −6 dB/m are obtained at 1.33 μm wavelength for x-polarized mode respectively. To optimize the different parameters a simple technique has been followed on the proposed E-PCF. To calculate the confinement loss efficiently, proposed structure thickness is fixed at 10% of the fiber radius by PML test. But no significant effect on relative sensitivity has been noticed for the proposed thickness about 1.5 μm. By selecting a fine mode of mesh size, the simulation work has been completed using 4.2 version COMSOL Multiphysics. Convergence error, defective modes in PCF with compactly supported perturbations, is very low about 2.71 × 10
%. First, air filling ratio (d/Λ) is varied to 0.447, 0.460 and 0.475 μm keeping other parameters constant.
From Fig. 4 it is clearly depicted that sensitivity increases as the air filling ratio increases, for example, at 1.33 μm wavelength, the sensitivity is 43.71%, 48.23%, 53.07%; the confinement loss is 1.35 × 10 −5 dB/m, Fig. 6 (a) . Simultaneously the higher birefringence and sensitivity makes a fiber as a potential candidate to detect colorless and noxious gasses as well as environment pollution monitoring [13] . Now d/Λ = 0.475 μm is selected for further investigation process. The relative sensitivity curve of the different core formation of our proposed E-PCF was analyzed in Fig. 8 . To investigate the core region we fixed the cladding and took different core formation to ensure the effectiveness. We have selected circular holes in a circular form and set it as core to investigate. Besides, elliptical holes in an array and the formation of proposed E-PCF is also analyzed. From all the investigated results it can illustrate that the arrangements of elliptical holes in the proposed E-PCF show higher sensitivity than the other organizations of holes in the core region.
According to Eqs. 9 and 10, Fig. 9 represents the wavelength dependence of effective areas and nonlinear coefficient of the fiber respectively for the optimized parameters. The nonlinear coefficient and effective areas of the proposed fiber are 15.67 W −1 km −1 and 3.88 μm 2 respectively at 1.33 μm wavelength. The nonlinear coefficient of the fiber is high but relatively poor compare with [36] alike effective areas. The small effective area associates potential difficulties in the I/O coupling of light as well as higher splicing loss. 0.1 dB taper losses have been reported to interface PCFs and conventional SMFs using a tapered intermediate PCF mode matched both of fiber at every end [37] . Due to the geometrical shape of the proposed PCF shown in Fig. 1 , the fiber supports only single mode. Through the operating wavelengths (1.3-2.2 μm) V eff remains always below 2.405 of the optimized PCF shown in Fig. 10 . Construction manner is another possible solution to reduce the splice loss with PCFs to conventional SMFs [13] . The splice loss of proposed PCF is 8.21 dB at 1.33 μm wavelength shown in Fig. 11 for optimum design parameters. A beat length of about 0.198 mm is confirmed at the wavelength of 1.33 μm. A splice-free interconnection technique has been proposed by Lean-Saval et al. [38] between PCFs and conventional SMFs which Table 1 Comparison of different index-guiding properties for optimum design parameters and also for fiber's global diameter variations of order ±1-2% around the optimum value. can be used to interface the proposed PCFs with existing technology without a major problem. Table 1 shows the investigated guiding properties of the proposed fiber for the optimum design parameters and for the global diameters variations of the order of ± 1% to ± 2% at 1.33 μm wavelength. From Table 1 , it is nicely visualized for the optimizing geometrical parameters of the proposed PCF that a high relative sensitivity of 53.07%, the birefringence of 6.9 × 10 −3 is confirmed both at λ = 1.33 μm. The investigated birefringence is much higher than conventional PM fibers [39] . Now the higher birefringence fiber can be applied to reduce the effect of polarization mode in sensing applications. Supporting the linear polarization will be another skill of our proposed PCF which minimizes the polarization coupling problem [13] . During the fabrication process, 1% variations of global diameters in the fiber may occur where 2% is tolerable [37] . It is clearly reported in Table 1 that there are no much changes of investigated guiding properties value for ±1% variations of global parameters. So after fabrication process, there will be little bit performance variations of proposed PCF.
In a particular wavelength, each gas has its own absorption line. To detect gasses in remote places low loss optical fibers in the near infrared region (NIR) can be used which have minimum transmission loss (b1 dB/km) [23] . The absorption line of methane (CH 4 ) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) is the wavelength of 1.33 μm. In this paper, we mainly focused on these to gasses methane (CH 4 ) and hydrogen fluoride (HF). Besides, the proposed PCF can detect the gasses of a different absorption line of a wide range of wavelength from 1.33 μm to 2.2 μm.
For sensing application and fiber loop mirror high birefringent PCFs (HB-PCFs) are suitable. Elliptical holes provide high birefringence of PCF which has better polarization maintenance properties. Few applications like stabilizing the operation of optical devices and extinguishing the consequences of polarization mode dispersion PCFs with PM properties is needed [40] . The proposed E-PCF shows higher birefringence than the conventional PM fibers. Besides, the proposed PCF shows lower confinement loss or leakage loss. In order to decrease confinement loss, the number of rings of air holes in cladding must be increased. Additionally, confinement loss may be zero if there are infinite numbers of holes in the cladding but this scheme is not practically adjustable.
Fabrication is an important and challenging issue of any photonic crystal fiber. Our proposed PCF is a dual shape mixing PCF (core holes are elliptical and cladding holes are circular). Authors believe that due to the advancement of the fabrication process of nanotechnology the proposed E-PCF can be fabricated in recent years. To gain ultrahigh birefringence such types of dual shape mixing PCF was proposed [41] in the past. To fabricate our proposed E-PCF different types of fabrication process can be used (one to fabricate core region and another to fabricate cladding region). Elliptical holes can be successfully fabricated in recent years [42] . Besides, a capillary stacking method [43] can be used to fabricate the proposed E-PCF. The sol-gel method can be used especially for fabrication of the cladding because this method allows PCF to fabricate with different holes shapes and size [44] .
Conclusion
We have proposed a micro-cored based photonic crystal fiber gas sensor with high sensitivity, birefringence low confinement loss consequently between the wider wavelength ranges from 1.3 μm to 2.2 μm. In proposed E-PCF, the core is formulated with elliptical holes. The variation of index guiding properties on the proposed fiber parameters is numerically investigated applying FEM and perfectly matched layer (PML) circular boundary condition. The proposed fiber exhibits sensitivity, birefringence, nonlinear coefficient, effective area as high as 53.07%, 6.9 × 10 , 3.88 μm 2 respectively. The higher sensitivity makes this fiber a potential candidate to detect colorless and toxic gasses as well as environment pollution monitoring. In addition, the proposed E-PCF will be helpful in other sensing applications and overcome the critical trade-off among investigated index-guiding properties. Moreover, fiber loop mirror, polarization control, four wave mixing, telecommunication application and fiber optic sensor can be the efficient uses of the accounted results. 
